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OCEAN ATLANTIC
ARCTIC VOYAGES 2022
PER PERSON IN USD (RETAIL)
DATES /
VOYAGE

DAYS /
EMBARKATION
NIGHTS DISEMBARKATION

Category G

Cat. F*

Category E

(inside)

(inside)

2.590

2.890

Category D* Category C Category B* Category A

Premium
Suite

JEWELS OF THE SCOTTISH ISLES
22 May - 29 May

7N/8D

GREENOCH
ABERDEEN

4.590

3.390

3.790

5.690

6.490

6.790

9.490

10.990

11.990

9.790

THROUGH THE NORTH ATLANTIC - FROM SCOTLAND TO SVALBARD(Including flight Longyearbyen to Oslo)
29 May - 08 Jun.

10N/11D

ABERDEEN
LONGYEARBYEN

7.990

4.590

SVALBARD - LAST STOP BEFORE THE NORTH POLE

5.290

5.990

6.690

(Including flights to/from Oslo-Longyearbyen-Oslo)

08 Jun. - 15 Jun.

7N/8D

LONGYEARBYEN

6.690

3.790

4.290

4.890

5.390

8.190

9.390

15 Jun. - 22 Jun.

7N/8D

LONGYEARBYEN

6.690

3.790

4.290

4.890

5.390

8.190

9.390

9.790

22 Jun. - 29 Jun.

7N/8D

LONGYEARBYEN

7.190

3.990

4.490

5.190

5.790

8.790

9.990

10.590

29 Jun. - 06 Jul.

7N/8D

LONGYEARBYEN

7.390

4.190

4.690

5.390

5.990

8.990

10.190

10.790

6 Jul. - 13 Jul.

7N/8D

LONGYEARBYEN

7.690

4.290

4.890

5.690

6.290

9.390

10.890

11.390

5.690

6.490

7.490

10.490

11.990

12.990

5.690

6.590

7.290

10.890

12.590

13.190

SVALBARD CIRCUMNAVIGATION (Including flights to/from Oslo-Longyearbyen-Oslo)
13 Jul. - 23 Jul.

10N/11D

LONGYEARBYEN

8.590

4.990

FOUR ARCTIC ISLANDS (Including flight from Oslo - Longyearbyen)
23 Jul. - 03 Aug.

11N/12D

LONGYEARBYEN
REYKJAVIK

8.990

4.990

IN THE WAKE OF ERIC THE RED - FROM ICELAND TO GREENLAND
3 Aug. - 14 Aug.

11N/12D

REYKJAVIK
KANGERLUSSUAQ

GREENLAND DISKO BAY

8.590

4.790

5.490

(Including flight from Kangerlussuaq - Iceland or CPH)

6.390

6.990

10.490

11.990

12.690

(Including flight to/from Iceland or CPH - Kangerlussuaq - Iceland or CPH)

14 Aug. - 19 Aug.

5N/6D

KANGERLUSSUAQ

5.590

3.190

3.490

4.190

4.590

6.790

7.790

8.290

19 Aug. - 24 Aug.

5N/6D

KANGERLUSSUAQ

5.590

3.190

3.490

4.190

4.590

6.790

7.790

8.290

24 Aug. - 29 Aug.

5N/6D

KANGERLUSSUAQ

5.590

3.190

3.490

4.190

4.590

6.790

7.790

8.290

29 Aug. - 5 Sep.

7N/8D

KANGERLUSSUAQ

6.990

3.890

4.390

5.190

5.690

8.490

9.790

10.290

IN THE WAKE OF ERIC THE RED - FROM GREENLAND TO ICELAND
5 Sep. - 16 Sep.

11N/12D

KANGERLUSSUAQ
REYKJAVIK

(Including flight from Iceland or CPH - Kangerlussuaq)

8.190

4.590

5.190

6.190

6.690

9.990

11.490

11.990

7.490

4.190

4.990

5.490

5.990

8.590

9.990

10.990

NORTH EAST GREENLAND
16 Sep. - 25 Sep.

9N/10D

REYKJAVIK
REYKJAVIK

Single supplement 75% of half cabin / * Possible triple cabins; third person in the same cabin is at 50% off (Excl. Triple F cabins)
* Possible shared rooms for same-gender, single travellers: Category D (Porthole Cabin) and Category F (Inside Triple Cabin).
7% discount on second voyage when booking two back to back voyage

INCLUDED

EXCLUDED

5-13 nights voyage according to program
Accommodation in shared inside and outside cabins
English-speaking expedition team
Shore landings by Zodiac
Information briefings and lectures by expedition team
Full board on the ship + free coffee and tea on the ship
Boots in assorted sizes, suitable for shore landings
Port fees, AECO fees, taxes and tariffs

Flights to/from departure port except Svalbard & Greenland voyages
Hotel accommodations
Travel insurance & cancellation insurance
Single cabin supplement and cabin upgrades
Extra excursions and activities not mentioned in the itinerary
Beverages (other than coffee, tea and ice water)
Tips for ship crew (approx. 13.5 USD per person per day)
Kayaking $250/trip
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OCEAN ATLANTIC
ANTARCTICA VOYAGES 2022-2023
PER PERSON IN USD (RETAIL)
DATES / VOYAGE

EMBARKATION
DAYS /
Category F* Category E
DISEMBARKATIO Category G
Category D* Category C
NIGHTS
(inside)
(inside)
N

Category B Category A

Premium
Suite

SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS AND ANTARTIC PENINSULA
5 Nov. - 14 Nov.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

9.990

5.590

6.990

8.990

9.990

10.990

12.990

13.990

Chartered

14 Nov. - 23 Nov.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

23 Nov. - 2 Dec.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

10.490

5.990

7.490

9.490

10.490

11.490

13.490

14.990

2 Dec. - 11 Dec.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

10.990

6.490

7.990

9.990

10.990

11.990

13.990

15.490

11 Dec. - 20 Dec.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

9. Jan - 18 Jan.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

12.990

14.990

15.990

18 Jan. - 27 Jan.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

Chartered

27 Jan. - 5 Feb.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

Chartered

5 Feb. - 14 Feb.

9N/10D

USHUAIA

Chartered

USHUAIA

Chartered

Chartered
11.490

6.990

8.490

10.490

11.490

CROSSING THE CIRCLE
14 Feb. - 24 Feb.

10N/11D

FALKLANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA AND ANTARCTICA PENINSULA
20 Dec. - 9 Jan.

20N/21D

Chartered

USHUAIA

EPIC FALKLANDS, SOUTH GEORGIA, ANTARCTICA PENINSULA, CIRCLE, WEDDEL, ELEPHANT ISLAND
24 Feb. - 17 Mar.

21/22D

USHUAIA /
PUERTO
MADRYN

15.990

10.490

12.490

14.990

16.990

Single supplement 75% of half cabin / * triple accommodation
* Possible shared rooms for same-gender, single travellers: Category D (Porthole Cabin) and Category F (Inside Triple Cabin).

INCLUDED

EXCLUDED

9-21 nights voyages according to program

Flights to/from Ushuaia

Accommodation in shared inside or outside cabins

Hotel accommodation in Ushuaia

English-speaking expedition team

Travel insurance

Shore landings by Zodiac

Cancellation insurance

Information briefings and lectures by expedition team

Extra excursions and activities not mentioned in the itinerary

Full board on the ship

Single cabin supplement and cabin upgrades

Free coffee and tea on the ship

Meals not on board the ship

Boots in assorted sizes, suitable for shore landings

Beverages (other than coffee, tea and ice water)

Port fees, taxes and tariffs + Parkas for all guests

Tips for ship crew (approx. 14 USD per person per day)
Kayaking $250/trip; Snowshoeing $150/trip

18.990

20.990

22.990

POLAR EXPEDITIONS

experience wit h us

Experience with us

Welcome to small
ship cruising with
Albatros Expeditions
Over 30 years of operational expertise in the
Nordic countries, a ship with favorable qualities
over larger ships, and on-board experts with wide
knowledge of the Arctic and Antarctica. These
are some of the attributes Albatros Expeditions
is honored to provide.

We believe the primary focus
of an expedition cruise is to
experience the distinctive nature
along the route, and to broaden
one’s horizons across borders
and cultures.
For this purpose, our expedition
cruise team consists of
expedition leaders and staff,
biologists and professionals who
have extensive knowledge of the
Polar Regions and a passion for
exploration. Their knowledge has
been amassed over decades,
and we are therefore able to
provide you with specially crafted
expedition cruises that are out of
the ordinary.
Our specialist knowledge of polar
exploration extends from the
furthest reaches in the Arctic
territory’s Greenland, Iceland and
Svalbard; then crisscrosses the
globe to Antarctica and South
Georgia. We don’t just know the
history of these regions and the
lesser travelled footpaths, but
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also the names of the flora and
fauna that make the Arctic and
Antarctica unique.
Our small expedition ships have
a distinct advantage over larger,
traditional cruise ships - they can
access narrow inlets and sail close
to shore, in-between icebergs and
into remote waters, permitting us
to disembark quickly via our fleet
of Zodiac® watercraft and access
amazing sites with greater speed
and efficiency.
In the spirit of many pioneering
polar explorers, we look forward
to setting sail with you to discover
the rich history, unique cultures,
raw beauty and rare wildlife of
these Polar Regions.
Choosing Albatros Expeditions is
choosing locally. We add a local
touch, a familiar feel and just
that extra service that makes
the trip not just a holiday, but an
adventure for life.
Welcome on board!

Søren Rasmussen

Biologist, expedition leader,
founder and owner

Experience with us
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ALBATROS
EXPEDITIONS
As part of the Albatros group, our company
has amassed decades of know-how in the travel
industry around the world, with an emphasis
on our home turf, the Nordic countries. Albatros
Expeditions has been intricately conceived on
the foundation of this experience, the expertise
of our staff, the distinct superiority of small ship
cruises, and of our greatest advantage:
The familiarity and proximity to our native
environment, the Nordic regions.
To continue bringing high measures of quality in
each voyage, our team is often tracing routes on
the map to bring forth new exciting expeditions for
our guests. Before the voyages are approved, we
have established a demanding set of conditions
to ensure Nordic standards of service, safe and
transformational experiences in every outing,
distinguished lectures and programs, to both
educate and entertain our guests. We are also
proud to offer an exclusive menu aboard our
ship, which has been highly rated in all surveys
this past winter.
In the following pages, we are pleased to present a
unique spring trip from Dublin to Aberdeen, filled
with great landscapes, raw nature and incredible
Zodiac® cruises. We are also enthusiastic about
offering an eventful 8-day tour around Iceland,
where we will not only visit popular locations, but
also focus on the less-frequented northern side,
which is naturally phenomenal. Finally, we are busily
preparing ourselves to offer more trips to Svalbard
from June, as well as new variants of our tours in
Greenland, with a focus on the best of Disko bay.
From our vision to the final details that make each
voyage extraordinary, our focal point is quality
and experience, and we hope you allow us to
corroborate this when choosing your next polar
adventure.
Looking forward to having you onboard,
Your friends at Albatros Expeditions.
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Mission Statement
To provide superior quality polar voyages
with an emphasis in active exploration
and adventure. We aim to foster global
partnerships to highlight the historical,
cultural and geographical heritage of
each location.
Our Objectives are adhering to Nordic
standards and developing sustainable
explorations with a focus on education
and transformative experiences.

Experience with us
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ZODIAC

CRUISES

Essential for expedition cruises,
Zodiacs® are robust boats that
can go up on a beach, a rocky
outcrop, a river bank or even
an ice floe push through bergy
bits of ice floating in the
water. This is definitely one of
the assets that distinguishes
this way of exploring from
more conventional cruises.
Zodiacs enable our guests to
explore the scenery from a
very different perspective:
They allow us to safely do
landings in wild places with
no infrastructure, often
before or after a landing or
as the main excursion.
They allow us to take our

guests to interesting places
just around the corner or
around an iceberg, which is
a great way to get really near
wildlife or to watch the ice
formations up close, take
unimaginable photographs
and feel a closer connection
to the nature in the area.
Most of the zodiac operations
are planned in advance, but
they can also be used spontaneously if we discover some
unique sightings on our way.
If you can negotiate normal
stairs you can also can get in
and out of a Zodiac. In the
gangway we have strong seamen that will give you a firm
and helping hand.
On shore you will also get
the help when needed. It’s
important to keep both hands
free, so you can accept the
provided support. Sitting on
the boat, you just need to
hold on to the rope and
enjoy the fresh Polar air and
the scenery.

10 albatros-expeditions.com

EXPERTS ON DECK
OUR PRIMARY FOCUS IS KNOWLEDGE, AND WE APPLY THIS TO EVERY ASPECT OF A
JOURNEY. FROM THE STAFF THAT FORMS OUR EXPEDITION TEAM, TO THE ROUTES
OUR SHIP FOLLOWS, AND OF COURSE, THE PROGRAM ONBOARD.

This allows us to provide comprehensive voyages, for our guests to not only
enjoy breathtaking landscapes and
amazing wildlife, but to also get a
better understanding of each location
and everything they see; From the flora
and fauna they come upon during
each landing, to the culture and
history of each place being visited.
This adds to the overall experience,
and becomes a memory our guests
will cherish back home.
A great constituent of this educational
program is that by inviting experts in
their field to share their knowledge
with us, we ensure that our guests
also acquire a deeper appreciation of
the world they are encountering, and
therefore, a clearer understanding
of what actions can be taken by all of
us to protect the environment and

treat our planet with consciousness
and compassion. There will always be
a historian, a biologist or zoologist, a
glaciologist or geologist and an ornithologist on board to help increase
the guests’ knowledge.In addition to
the lectures, the experts are also on
deck during certain times to share
their knowledge and passion with
the guests.
In the evenings, we may also have
bar talks, which are a more informal
setting where a topic is brought up.
Here the experts tell about a topic
which is then followed by Q&A.
Last but not least, during the daily
briefings there are short presentations
of a subject which is relevant to the
program next day or perhaps about
something that was experienced
during the day.

Experience with us
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OUR SKILLFUL

EXPEDITION TEAM
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TED CREEK

Equipment Master & Biologist
Ted grew up in Surrey, London, and has been working to escape
into the wild ever since. Ted went to the University of Plymouth
to study Marine Biology and Oceanography. He emerged in 2012,
both with a B.Sc. and with professional qualifications as a scuba
diver.
He also volunteered at the National Marine Aquarium. After a
short stint working as an event medic, Ted entered the world of
ecotourism as a crew and wildlife guide. The need to widen his
experience has led Ted to work on engineering projects involving
the use of renewable energies and studies into their effect on
the marine life around them. Ted is now an advanced powerboat
driver and learns more about the marine world in each voyage.

URSULA TSCHERTER

Lecturer & Zodiac Driver
Ursula grew up in Switzerland where she developed a strong
interest in nature. She has an MSc in Marine Mammal Science,
University of St. Andrews, Scotland. Ursula speaks fluent English,
Swiss German and German as well as French. After obtaining her
teacher’s degree she traveled to Canada where she met whales and
dolphins in the wild. She then joined the research organization ORES
and dedicated the next 20 years to the study of baleen whales.
Her focus became the highly fascinating Minke whale. The research
focused on the habitat use, behaviors, feeding strategies and
identification. During thousands of hours in her zodiac she was
able to unfold unique insights into their lives. She loves to share
her fascination and enthusiasm on-site and during lectures to
raise environmental awareness and action. Ursula has worked as a
tourist guide, lecturer and zodiac driver in Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and Antarctica.

KEVIN BURKE

Zodiac Driver

Kevin Burke was born in Baffin Island, in Canada’s Arctic. He spent
his childhood in various locations in northern Canada, and then
settled in Churchill, Manitoba, on the western shore of Hudson
Bay.
This location, known as the polar bear capital of the world, has
provided the perfect learning environment, and Kevin has worked
there for 32 years as a tour guide/bear guard/tundra driver,
becoming one of the most knowledgeable people in the world on
the habits and habitat of the largest land carnivore.
Kevin has worked on several cruises in the Arctic and Antarctic in
many capacities, from expedition leader to lead zodiac driver.

Experience with us
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SHELLI OGILVY
Expedition Leader & Kayak Master

B OR N, R A IS ED A ND R E S IDIN G IN A L A S K A ,
S HEL L I IS A M A S T ER IN S E A K AYA KIN G , A

ABOUT BEING AN EXPEDITION LEADER AND
PART OF AN EXPEDITION TEAM:

ZODI A C DR I V ER , M A R INE B I OLO G IS T A ND

“Being part of an expedition team has two

P OL A R N AT UR A L IS T, A ND H A S A L S O B EEN
A WIL DERNESS L E ADER SINCE 1997 AS
WEL L AS AN EX PEDITION GUIDE IN B OTH
ANTARCTICA AND THE ARCTIC SINCE 2007.

components: The primary one is to share the
experience. We’re so fortunate to work in that
kind of environment, that for us sometimes, some
places feel like home, like our backyards almost.
But for most of our guests it’s often their first time
seeing these environments, so to share this with

A woman of many talents, she is also an

them and to be able to give them educational

accomplished artist and published illustrator.

moments, or just share a sunset… a breathing

Shelli speaks fluent English and Spanish, and

whale, for example, it’s pretty exquisite. Also to

can understand Flemish and German.

be able to know the history of the place, the
biology, the birds, the marine mammals, I really

Shelli has participated in many observational

enjoy sharing that knowledge.

studies in Northern Pacific, South Atlantic,
Arctic and Antarctic waters as well as several

The second component is, of course, my

research groups, primarily studying the

coworkers. Because we come from across the

identification and biology of humpback and

world and we all share this passion, some call

gray whales.

a disease: The Polar Bug. You thought it was

Her passion for the Polar Regions extends to

going to be this way only on your first time

learning about changing environments, ice,

working there, but every time you leave you

glaciers and evolving distribution of wildlife.

think… when am I coming back again”?
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SHELLI’S PASSION FOR THE
POL AR REGIONS EXTENDS
TO LEARNING ABOUT
CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS,
ICE, GL ACIERS AND
EVOLVING DISTRIBUTION
OF WILDLIFE.

A B O U T A L B AT RO S E X P E DI T I ONS :
“ A L B AT R O S I S A N E W C O MPA N Y C O MIN G T O
ANTARC TIC A, BUT THE Y ’RE NOT NE W TO D OING
E X P EDI T I ONS T HR O U G H O U T T HE W OR L D, S O
THE Y ’RE VERY C OMFORTABL E WITH EDUC ATING
OUR GUESTS WITH WHAT’S COMING IN THE NEAR
FUT URE, WHAT TO EX PEC T… AND THE C OMPANY
HAS A BRIGHT OUTLOOK ON DIFFERENT WAYS THAT
WE C AN EX PERIENCE THE P OL AR EN VIRONMENT.
Y O U D ON’ T A LWAY S H AVE T O D O WH AT T HE
C OMPETITORS ARE DOING. SOMETIMES YOU CAN
J U S T B E Y O U R O W N C O MPA N Y, A N D G I V E T HE
B E S T E X P E R IE N C E P O S S IB L E T O A L L O F O U R
G UE S T S ” .

Experience with us
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DAILY
PROGRAM
Welcome
onboard!
DAY 1

Morning:
Afternoon:

Evening:

DAY 2

Morning:

Afternoon:

Evening:

DAY 3

Morning:

Afternoon:

Evening:

16 albatros-expeditions.com

Embarkation
Mandatory safety briefing
Welcome cocktail and
team introduction
Welcome Game

Wake-up call
Morning exercise class
Mandatory AECO/IAATO briefing
Ornithologist on Deck
Lecture about Icebergs
Mandatory Bio Security
Art & Craft: Paper flower making
Daily Recap
Movie & Popcorn in the Viking Lounge
Bar Talks in the Bistro

Wake-up call
Morning exercise class
Mandatory Zodiac briefing
Photographer on Deck
Bridge Tour
Lecture about Seabirds
Ornithologist on Deck
Art & Craft: Towel folding
Daily Recap
First Landing & Zodiac Cruise

DAY 4

Morning:
Afternoon:
Evening:

Wake-up call
Morning Landing & Zodiac Cruise
Lecture about History of Mapping
Afternoon Landing & Zodiac Cruise
Daily Recap
Quiz night

DAY 5

Wake-up call
Morning exercise class
Morning Landing & Zodiac Cruise
Afternoon: Lecture about Marine Life
Afternoon Landing & Zodiac Cruise
- potential kayaking
Daily Recap
Evening:
Movie & Popcorn in the Viking Lounge
Game competition in the Bistro

DAY 6

Wake-up call
Morning Landing & Zodiac Cruise
Afternoon: Afternoon Landing & Zodiac Cruise
Daily Recap
Evening:
Karaoke night

DAY 7

Wake-up call
Morning exercise class
Bridge Tour
Photographer on Deck
Lecture about Whales
Afternoon: Dance class
Zoologist on Deck
Lecture about Navigation
Daily Recap
Auction and Farewell Cocktail
Evening:

DAY 8

Morning:

Morning:

Morning:

Morning:

Wake-up call
Debarkation

* This is an example of daily program

Experience with us
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ACTIVITIES ONBOARD

OCEAN ATLANTIC
Auction

Giving back is part of moving forward, and at Albatros Expeditions we
recognize our responsibility to not be a barrier, but to contribute
positively to social, environmental and economic sustainable developments
in more ways than one. For this reason, towards the end of each voyage,
we host a charity auction. Each season, Albatros Expeditions chooses a
foundation or project to support. The recipient receives the proceeds
of the auctions from the whole season. Bring your spending pants and
join us for a fun event that also satisfies the heart.

Activities Onboard
As part of the Albatros Expeditions endeavor to provide the most
intimate encounters with the Polar Regions, we offer several activities
already included in your package, but also provide additional supplement
packages if you’re feeling more adventurous. However, due to the
colossal nature of the Polar Regions, it is important to maintain certain
precautions and to understand that many of these activities are solely
dependent on favorable weather conditions.

Other Activities
In addition to the more traditional expedition activities on board, we
also offer onboard activities such as cooking demonstrations, wine or
whiskey tasting (additional supplement fees apply), dance or exercise
classes, art and craft classes, movie nights, quiz night… and perhaps
even a talent night if the mood is right. All activities are subject to
change depending on weather conditions.

Lectures
Due to our passion for knowledge and the world around us, lectures are
an essential part of Albatros Expeditions’ voyages in the Polar Regions.
The Polar Regions are vulnerable to the growing number of visitors and we
therefore offer a broad range of enrichment lectures so our guests not
only have transformative experiences but also learn about relevant topics
such as wildlife, environment and history, navigation, geology or glaciology,
culture and how to take the perfect photo.
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Photo Program
We always have a dedicated expedition photographer onboard to
document the voyage and share their passion for photography through
lectures and during landings and zodiac cruises. The Polar Regions
are filled with mesmerizing landscapes and amazing wildlife; and the
expedition photographer is available to help elevate your photographic
capabilities to beautifully capture the magical moments of your voyage.

Kayaking
Glide through the waters and take in the royal grace of the icebergs,
see the varied birds, seals and maybe even whales in their natural
habitat, and paddle through this scenery under the supervision of
experienced guides who will ensure your safety during each outing.

Polar Plunge
For the brave guests, the polar plunge is a beloved activity. Jump into
the ice-cold water for a refreshing sensation with absolute bragging rights
when returning home. The ship’s crew and expedition team ensure the
safety of the guests. All participants receive a polar plunge pin to show
off and proudly remember their braveness.

Zodiac Cruises
Zodiac boats are not only used for shuttling guests to/from land. Zodiac
cruising is a great way to venture out and get even closer to some of
the magnificent sights during your voyage. It is also great for wildlife
spotting and for taking in the dramatic sights from up close. The Zodiac
boats are perfect for cruising around in the Polar Regions, giving you
the chance to see the world from a new and spellbinding point of view.

Snowshoeing / Hiking
Take in the most of the unimaginable landscapes and fresh air by hiking
in suitable locations! These guided hikes are perfect if you want to enjoy
active sightseeing surrounded by nature; at times crossing streams, on
uneven and rocky terrains and/or hilly areas.
Snowshoeing is an activity that allows you to hike across soft, powdery
snow, reaching unique vantage points without the hassle of sinking into
deep snow. Please note that this activity is only possible sometimes in
Antarctica and in Svalbard.

Experience with us
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ARCTIC
IN SEARCH
OF THE PERFECT
ARCTIC
EXPERIENCE
Have you always dreamed of visiting
the polar regions? If you’re toying with
the idea of following the steps of the
first explorers and finally visiting these
remote, spellbinding locations, we will
help you decide where to go.

Unforgettable landscapes, pristine
air conditions, close sightings
of Nordic wildlife such as polar
bears, arctic foxes and seals, or
the opportunity to witness the
magnificent beauty of a glacier in
all its splendor, are only some of
the reasons why someone would
dream of visiting the Arctic.
Other reasons to visit, often listed
by our guests, include the dream
of seeing one of the most remote
areas of the world, witnessing
the current state of the Nordic
regions, its species and wildlife
and how they are adapting to the
constant changes of the planet,
learning about the history and
exploring the rich and diverse
culture of the North, and of
course, seeing the northern lights.
Whatever list of reasons you are
considering for visiting the Arctic,
here at Albatros Expeditions we
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are happy to help you design your
perfect adventure; our team of
experts in the field is often
researching and developing its
routes, programs and activities,
to ensure we provide each of
our guests with the dream holiday
you will always look back to.
If after browsing the list of voyages
on our website you are still not
sure which expedition to embark
on, don’t worry! We understand
this is a colossal decision. For this
reason, we invite you to open your
heart to wonder and incredible
beauty in one of the following
possible scenarios in the vast and
astonishing Arctic.
Our Arctic expedition cruises touch three fascinating islands: Greenland – an enormous
2,175,600 km² island where 80%
is an ice sheet fringed by fjords,
Svalbard – an archipelago known

for its large population of polar
bears, and Iceland – an island of
magnificent natural phenomena
and Reykjavik’s exciting minimetropolis.
From whale sightings to bird
watching, the arctic wildlife can
truly be admired from a sea’s
vantage point. Our expedition
cruise from Reykjavík to Kangerlussuaq will allow you to experience
Iceland’s Geysers, an immensity
of impressive land and sea scapes,
the ever-present Northern fulmar
sea bird… and a multitude of
otherwise inaccessible settlements
in both Iceland and Greenland,
with modern Inuit communities.
From around April to August, the
summer’s midnight sun bathes
Greenland, Svalbard and Iceland
in sunlight, increasing the average
daily temperatures to comfortable,

Experience high summer in the
Arctic with Ocean Atlantic - one
of the few ice-class expedition
ships built to withstand the
North Pole’s pack ice. Enjoy the
immense beauty of Svalbard
on this Arctic adventure cruise
among whales, walruses, polar
bears and millions of sea birds.

crisp conditions. If your journey continues to Oslo or Copenhagen, expect
warmer days with a mixture of sunshine, rain and refreshing breezes.
During the short summer, wildlife
such as reindeer is busy amassing
energy for the icy polar winter. These
are excellent months to visit if you
enjoy photography and activities such
as fishing and hiking.
But is your dream to follow the
footsteps of the first explorers and
visit the remote North of the world?
Experience high summer in the Arctic
with Ocean Atlantic - one of the few
ice-class expedition ships built to
withstand the North Pole’s pack ice.
Enjoy the immense beauty of Svalbard on this Arctic adventure cruise
among whales, walruses, polar bears
and millions of sea birds.
We also offer an early summer’s
cruise from the green islands of Scotland and North Atlantic to the Arctic
islands of Jan Mayen and Svalbard.
We will go north together with the
migrating birds, and hopefully spot
polar bears hunting from the sea ice
in 24-hours of daylight.
We hope that these pointers have
helped you visualize where to set sail
to on your next journey. Whichever
location you visit will be a remarkable
memory you’ll forever cherish, and
who knows, maybe keep you coming
back for more Arctic experiences.

Experience with us
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THE CELTIC
SEAWAYS

ITINERARY
Day 1

Embarkation Dublin

Day 2

The small town of Cambeltown on
the Kintyre peninsula

8 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE

Day 3

Beautifully located Port Ellen on the
island of Islay

DEPARTURE IN MAY

Day 4

Classic Scotland: The city of Oban
and the island of Mull

Day 5

The legendary island of Skye and
the main town of Portree

Day 6

Orkney islands and historic Kirkwall

Day 7

Shetland Islands: The harbor and
fishing town of Lerwich

Day 8

Disembarkation in Aberdeen

We sail from Dublin to the beautiful Scottish coasts and visit
a large number of cities and islands, ending with Orkney
and Shetland. Along the way, we will learn about Scotland’s
exciting history and taste the characteristic “Scottish Gold”.
The Scottish West Coast, with its isolated islands, deep
fjords, rugged hillside and dramatic castle ruins is the
epitome of our show about Scotland. The coast is also
home to some of the most distinctive and famous whisky
distilleries. North of the “mainland” lie the rugged and
scenic islands of Orkney and Shetland, with active fishing
communities and some of Europe’s oldest cultural historical
memories. The spring cruise with Ocean Atlantic is therefore
the ultimate journey for Scottish lovers – and for whisky
hunters!
The cruise begins in Dublin. Here, Albatros’ lovely ship
Ocean Atlantic will be waiting to become our home for the
next week on the sea. Every night we move to a new little
harbor town, and every morning we get up, well-prepared
and ready for new great experiences.
On the trip, the magnificent scenery will change at every
turn… and Scotland’s dramatic history will be an essential
part of the journey’s content.

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
BUS EXCURSIONS

•
•
•

From Oban to Mull
Isle of Skye
Skara Brae, Orkney

HIGHLIGHTS
The picturesque and famous Islay, Mull and Skye
Scottish Highlands
The charming and classic cities of Cambeltown,
Port Ellen, Oban and Portree
Whisky’s homeland with many of the most
famous distilleries
Historic buildings on the Orkney Islands, including
the capital of Kirkwall
Shetland islands with magnificent scenery and
the harbor and fishing town of Lerwich

INCLUSIONS
8 days / 7 nights’ cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
English-speaking expedition guides
Briefings and lectures by expedition staff
Near port town walks by expedition staff
Zodiac excursions
In Campbeltown, whisky tasting, Islay and
Lerwich (1 destillery per landing)
Bus transport on Islay
Bus excursion on Shetland
Full board, incl. free coffee, tea, water and
afternoon snacks
Taxes and tariffs
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ALONG THE WAY, WE WILL
LEARN ABOUT SCOTLAND’S
EXCITING HISTORY AND
TASTE THE CHARACTERISTIC
“SCOT TISH GOLD”.

Shetland

Orkney

Portree, Skye
Oban

Aberdeen

SCOTLAND

Port Ellen, Islay
Campbeltown

IRELAND
Dublin

ENGLAND
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THROUGH THE
NORTH ATLANTIC

ITINERARY
1 Day

Embarkation in Aberdeen

2 Day

Orkney and historic Kirkwall

FROM THE ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND
AND THE FAROES VIA JAN MAYEN
TO SVALBARD

3 Day

Shetland Islands: The harbor and
fishing town of Lerwich

4 Day

Klakvik, second largest town on		
the Faroe Islands, is located on
mountaineous Borðoy.

12 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE

5 Day

At sea towards the elusive Jan
Mayen

DEPARTURE IN MAY

6 Day

We make a shorelanding by Zodiacs
on Jan Mayen, at the foot of the 		
2200 meter Beerenberg volcano

Dramatic islands with steep cliffs are the very epitome of
the North Atlantic’s rugged but beautiful scenery - as well as
its exciting cultural history. This early summer cruise through
the North Atlantic is a unique sea voyage from the temperate
southern islands of Scotland to the Arctic environment on
and around Svalbard.

7 Day

On the sea towards Svalbard in
search of seabirds, dolphins and
whales

8 Day

At sea with Svalbard in sight late in
the day.

9 Day

On the lookout for polar bears at Edge
Island. Zodiac crusing

10 Day

Hornsund, Spitsbergen, with 		
Hornsundbreen and barbecue

11 Day

Bellsund, Spitzbergen, with spring 		
sunbathing and the Calypso island

12 Day

The cruise ends in Longyearbyen

The cruise starts in Aberdeen on the Scottish East Coast.
Here we embark our vessel for the next 11 days, the Albatros
Expeditions’ comfortable Ocean Atlantic. Our first stop
is Kirkwall, the fascinating capital of Orkney Islands, then
Lerwich on Shetland, before we venture further north to
Klaksvik on the Faroe Islands. Tucked far into the fjord of
Borðoyarvík between steep green mountains, Klaksvik is a
bustling but still charming little town.
After a day at sea spotting for seabirds and whales we reach
the enigmatic and isolated island of Jan Mayen with it’s
looming 2,200 meter high volcano of Beerenberg. We travel
north with the spring and 24-hour daylight until we reach
the snow-covered mountains of Svalbard. Sea ice will still
cover many fjords, but with an ice class of 1B we are safe on
board Ocean Atlantic. From the panorama deck we can spot
for the iconic polar bear on the ice and make Zodiac cruises
in the vicinity of Edgeøya. We venture into the dramatic
fjords of Hornsund, Bellsund and Isfjorden before we reach
our destination of Longyearbyen.

INCLUSIONS
12 days / 11 nights’ cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
English-speaking expedition guides
Near-port town walks by expedition staff
Briefings and lectures by expedition staff
Zodiac excursions & shore landings
Bus transfer to airport in Longyearbyen, Svalbard

HIGHLIGHTS
Historic buildings on the Orkney Islands, including the capital
of Kirkwall
Shetland islands with magnificent scenery and the harbor
and fishing town of Lerwich

Full board, incl. free coffee, tea, water and
afternoon snacks.
Taxes, National Park fees and tariffs

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS

Faroe’s second largest town, Klaksvik
Cloud shrouded and Enigmatic Jan Mayen
Spring in Svalbard; a paradise for bird enthusiasts
High chances for spotting seal hunting polar bears
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BUS EXCURSIONS

•
•
•

Skara Brae, Orkney
Scalloway, Shetland
Kyrkjebø, Faroe Islands

SVALBARD
Longyearbyen
Bellsund
Hornsund

JAN MAYEN

Faroe
Islands

Shetland
Islands

Orkney
Aberdeen

UNITED KINGDOM
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SVALBARD

ITINERARY
Day 1

Longyearbyen, boarding Ocean
Atlantic

8 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE

Day 2

Kongsfjorden, Ny Ålesund and
Ny London

DEPARTURE IN JUNE & JULY

Day 3

Smeeringburg, Fuglesongen

Day 4

Into the pack ice, north of 80 deg

Day 5

Andøyane and Monaco Glacier

Day 6

Blomstrand Peninsula, morning
hike and Liliehöök Glacier

Day 7

Bellsund, Vårsolbukta and
Calypsobyen

Day 8

Longyearbyen

Enjoy the immense beauty of Svalbard on this Arctic
adventure cruise among whales, walruses, polar bears and
millions of sea birds.
Experience high summer in the Arctic with Ocean Atlantic one of the few ice-class expedition ships built to withstand
the North Pole’s pack ice.
The goal of this Albatros expedition is to sail as close as
possible to the pack ice from the North Pole north of
Svalbard, the polar bear´s favorite summer residence. How
far north we reach and the exact route up there will depend
on the ice conditions. However, the many amazing locations
along the west coast of Svalbard are for sure kept navigable
by the warm Gulf Stream. Depending on how far north we
reach, we can add some extraordinary locations south of
Longyearbyen like Bellsund to the program.
During the short summer, wildlife such as reindeer is busy
amassing energy for the icy polar winter.
The cliffs shimmer with life as every surface is populated
with countless birds - in a few months, the new generation
of arctic sea birds is ready to leave their nests. The prolific
bird life can be further witnessed in the form of arctic
guillemots, black guillemots and razorbills fishing in the wake
of our ship. On several shores, the huge walruses enjoy
the short Arctic summer as well as many whales and seals
foraging along the edge of the pack ice and the coasts.
In the fleet of Zodiac dinghy boats, we are able to view
wildlife at close proximity. The Zodiacs allow us to have
frequent shore landings and embark on exploratory mini
cruises in the fjords and glacial landscapes.
*Note that on selected departures, we also offer charter
flights from Copenhagen.
Please contact your travel agent for more information.

HIGHLIGHTS
Sailing aboard one of the world’s only ice-class
expedition ships built to meet the North Pole
pack ice
Seeing whales, walruses, sea birds and other
amazing wildlife close up
Very good chances to see polar bears as well as
their main prey, seals
Zodiac cruises in the fjords and nature walks on
the tundra
Getting to know Longyearbyen - Svalbard’s
‘capital city’

INCLUSIONS
8-days / 7-nights’ cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
English-speaking expedition team
Information briefings and lectures by expedition
team
Guided walk in Ny Ålesund
Nature hikes and Zodiac cruises as per itinerary,
when conditions permit
Local transportation in Longyearbyen upon
arrival and on departure (day 1 and day 8),
including short Longyearbyen city sightseeing
Full board, incl. free coffee, tea, water and
afternoon snacks
Taxes, tariffs and AECO fees
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LAST STOP
BEFORE THE
NORTH POLE

Into the pack ice

Fuglesongen
Smeerenburg

Widjefjord
Andoyane
Monacobreen

Hinlopenstretet

Ny-Ålesund

Longyearbyen

Bell Sund
Calypsobyen

SVALBARD
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CIRCUMNAVIGATION

ITINERARY

OF ICELAND

Day 1

Reykjavik

Day 2

Vestmannaeyjar (Westman Islands),
Surtsey – and UNESCO-natural
heritage, Heimaey

Day 3

Djúpivogur and the puffin colony on
Hafnarhólmi in Borgarfjörður

Day 4

Whales in Husavik Bay and the Arctic
Circle at Grimsey

Day 5

Island of Hrisey, Akureyri, Lake
Mývatn (optional excursion)

Day 6

Island of Vigúr in Isafjaðardjúp, the
capitol of the Westfjords

Day 7

Bird cliffs of Látrabjarg – Icelands
most western point, Flatey and
Snaefellsnes

Day 8

Disembarkation Reykjavík

8 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE
DEPARTURE IN JULY

Experience Iceland in high season, where nature displays its
best splendor with bright nights and a vibrant birdlife. You
will not want to go to sleep ‘during this trip, as landscapes
change constantly, and you want to keep a lookout in search
of the whales.
On board Ocean Atlantic you will reach areas of Iceland not
otherwise accesible. In selected locations we will utilize our
Zodiac fleets to further explore the area.
From lowlands to glacier ice, we’ll see the entire coast
of Iceland with unforgettable experiences both on the
mainland and on the many islands where seals and puffin
seabirds gather.

INCLUSIONS

Along the way, we’ll visit national parks and cozy little towns,
stand on the polar circle, enter the black lava sand and learn
about the Icelandic sagas, an intrinsic part of the Icelanders
identity.

8-days / 7-nights’ cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
English-speaking guides
Information briefings and lectures by expedition
team
Near-port town walks with expedition team

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS

Zodiac excursions and most tours on land

Day 3

Jeepv tour to the cliffs of Hafnaholmi

Full board, incl. free coffee, tea, water and
afternoon snacks

Day 5

Bus excursion to Lake Myvatn and
Godafoss Waterfall

Taxes and tariffs

Grimsey

V

HIGHLIGHTS

V

Hornstrandir
Hrisey

Isafjarðardjúp

Flatey

Borgafjörður Eystri

Surtsey
Heimaey
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V

V

Lectures by renown expedition speakers
Djúpivogur

Reykjavík

Exploring unique flaura and fauna
Zodiac trips to otherwise unaccessible areas

ICELAND

Snaefellsnes

V

The beauty of Westman Islands

Mývatn
Akureyri

Possibility of encountering whales on our
journey
Crossing the Arctic Circle near Grimsey

Experience with us
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IN THE WAKE OF
ERIC THE RED
12 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE
DEPARTURE IN AUGUST

Join us on an expedition cruise from Reykjavík to Kangerlussuaq, which follows the same maritime course set by
Norse settlers over a thousand years ago.
After crossing Denmark Strait between Iceland and
Greenland, we will visit the Inuit settlements of Tasiilaq
and Kulusuk. Further south we will pass from East Greenland
to West Greenland through the dramatic Prince Christians
Sound. Heading north along the coast we will visit the capital
of Greenland, one of the smallest capitals in the world.
In the Disko Bay, we will experience local folk dancing in
Qeqertarsuaq and sail to the renowned Eqi Glacier. At the
Sermermiut Plain we will have the chance to admire the
World Heritage Site of the Ilulissat Icefjord and the dazzling
icebergs in the late evening sun. Finally will enter the long
fjord of Kangerlussuaq, where we can hope to get a glimse
of the muscoxen and reindeers roaming the tundra along
the Greenland Icecap.

ITINERARY
Day 1

Iceland, Reykjavík. Embarkation

Day 2

At sea

Day 3

Tasiilaq and Kuummiit

Day 4

Skjoldungen / Saqqisikuik

Day 5

Prince Christian Sound, passing from
East to West Greenland

Day 6

Ivittuut; world strategic cryolite mine

Day 7

Nuuk

Day 8

Evighedsfjorden / Fjord of Eternity

Day 9

Qeqertarsuaq on Disko Island,
‘kaffemik’ in a community centre and
Eqip Sermia Glacier

Day 10

Iceberg Capital of the World, Ilulissat

Day 11

Itilleq

Day 12

Kangerlussuaq. Flight connection to
Iceland, Reykjavík

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Day 10

Flightseeing or sailing among icebergs

Day 12

Reindeer Glacier, Kangerlussuaq

HIGHLIGHTS
Visit Ilulissat, nicknamed “The Iceberg Capital” and UNESCOprotected Icefjord
Glaciers of Evigshedsfjorden & Eqip Sermia
Arctic ’Minitropolis’ of Nuuk, capital of Greenland
Whale sightings, bird watching & Arctic wildlife
Cruising the Prince Christian Sound & East Greenland Coast

INCLUSIONS
12-days / 11-nights’ cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
Flight Kangerlussuaq - Reykjavík
English-speaking guides
Inspiring and enriching lectures onboard by
qualified lecturers
Church visit and ‘kaffemik’ in Qeqertarsuaq
Town and settlement walks in Qeqertarsuaq,
Ilulissat, Itilleq, Nuuk, Tasiilaq & Kuumiit
Museum visits in Qeqertarsuaq and Ilulissat,
Nuuk, Tasiilaq
Slow-crusing in Zodiacs in fjords
Full board, incl. free coffee, tea, water and
afternoon snacks
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Qeqertarsuaq

Eqi
Ilulissat

GREENLAND

Ittileq
Kangerlussuaq

Tasiilaq

ICELAND
Reykjavik

Nuuk
Skjoldungen

Prince Christian Sound
Experience with us
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DISKO BAY,
GREENLAND
6 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE

ITINERARY
Day 1

Flight Keflavík - Kangerlussuaq.
Embarkation in Kangerlussuaq

Day 2

Sisimiut. Experience Greenland’s
second-largest city at the foot of
Nasaasaaq Mountain

Day 3

Qeqertarsuaq on Disko Island. Enjoy 		
a traditional Greenlandic ‘kaffemik’.
We continue to the famous calving
glacier, Eqip Sermia

Day 4

Illulissat, Iceberg Capital of the World

Day 5

Tiny settlement of Itilleq

Day 6

Kangerlussuaq, disembarkation.
Return flight from Kangerlussuaq to
Keflavík, Iceland

DEPARTURE IN AUGUST

Onboard MV Ocean Atlantic we will cruise alongside glacial
landscapes, whales, the ever-present Northern Fulmar
sea bird and a multitude of facinating settlements. This is
just a small taste of all you can expect on this first-class
expedition cruise with Albatros Expeditions.
Navigating along Greenland’s old intercoastal routes, we
can indulge in the multitude of beautiful natural wonders,
including “Iceberg Capital of the World”, Ilulissat, and the
nearby UNESCO-protected Icefjord.
We will pay a visit to the small town of Qeqertarsuaq
on mountaineous Disko Island where we can experience
the “Kaffemik” tradition in the community house, and we’ll
cruise close to the calving glacier of Eqip Sermia. We will
even make a call to the polar circle settlement of Itilleq.
While overnighting in Iceland, we will have an opportunity
to experience the island nation’s unique nature, as well as
centuries-old history and culture in the capital Reykjavík.

INCLUSIONS
6-days /5-nights’ cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
Flights Reykjavik – Kangerlussuaq round trip
English-speaking guides
Briefings and talks by tour leaders
Local transport in Kangerlussuaq on day 1
City walks in Sisimiut, Qeqertarsuaq, Ilulissat, and
Itilleq

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS

Museum visits in Sisimiut, Qeqertarsuaq and
Ilulissat

Day 4

Flightseeing by fixed wing aircraft or helicopter
Sailing among icebergs

Church visits in Qeqertarsuaq and Ilulissat

Day 6

From Kangerlussuaq to Reindeer
Glacier by 4W busses

‘Kaffemik’ visit in Qeqertarsuaq
Full board, incl. free coffee, tea, water and
afternoon snacks
Taxes and tariffs

HIGHLIGHTS
Serenity & history of Disko Bay Island
Whale sightings, bird watching & Arctic wildlife
Cultural Kaffemik experience
Visit Ilulissat, nicknamed “Iceberg Capital
of the World”
UNESCO-protected Icefjord
Close encounter with the calving Eqip
Sermia Glacier
Kangerlussuaq, tundra area close to Greenland’s
Ice Cap
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Greenland’s combination of
impressive landscapes, icefilled
seas and fascinating culture
makes this country one of the
most remarkable expedition
cruise destinations in the world.

Experience with us
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ANTARCTICA
AN EXPERIENCE
LIKE NOWHERE
ELSE ON EARTH
An extraordinary adventure to the
southernmost part of the world, brings
forth colossal icebergs, unbelievable
seascapes, and the unpredictable
nature that polar explorers spent their
lives trying to conquer.

An icy wonderland at the end of the
world, which for many centuries
wasn’t explored and became the
subject of admiration and obsession
of the first world expeditioners,
Antarctica only acquired its official
name in the 1800s, a Romanized
version of its Greek title, which
concretely enough, means opposite
to the North.
To some experienced travelers,
Antarctica is the crème de la crème
when it comes to exploring the
world, not just because of its remote
location, its difficult access and
challenging temperatures, but also
because it is the only non-inhabited continent in our beloved planet,
apart from a small research station,
even now when some other areas
are over populated. Antarctica has
no indigenous population and there
is no evidence that it was seen by
humans until the 19th century. The
many expeditions aiming to be the
first of to reach the South Pole in the
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1900s, provide us stories of survival
and wondrous adventures worthy of
high acclaim in the history books.
Although this vast stretch of the
planet remains the stuff of distant
dreams for many, its mysterious
nature is reachable due to the
reduction in sea ice during the
summer months, which our strong,
ice-classed expedition vessel,
Ocean Atlantic, can easily maneuver,
ensuring we get close to the dramatic coastlines. Zodiac cruising and
shore landings are an important and
considerable part of the planned
itinerary, enabling all expedition
guests to set foot several times on
the Antarctic continent, as well as
the many surrounding sub-Antarctic
islands.
Can you visualize the splendor of
the coldest continent appearing
before our eyes? With its mighty
tabular icebergs, it is a sight like no
other. We will cross the unbelievable

Drake Passage. The white shimmer of
Antarctica looming on our horizon,
the presence of wildlife multiplying
by tens of thousands with many
species of lively penguins, inquisitive
seals, nesting birds and the spray of
marine mammals. The sub-Antarctic
and Antarctic islands are a nature
photographer’s paradise.
Antarctica’s beauty exceeds everything imaginable. Vastly different
from the Arctic, 98% of the Great
White Continent is covered in ice
with glaciers, smooth ice-sheet
and glaciated mountains with
volcanoes. Crisp white icebergs
and deep blue seas, flank the
barren, rocky coastlines, which are
home to moss, lichens, liverworts
and even two small flowering plants
– the Antarctic pearl wart and
Antarctic hair grass. The subAntarctic islands and Falklands
have tundra-like landscapes.

“CAN YOU VISUALIZE THE SPLENDOR OF
THE COLDEST CONTINENT APPEARING
BEFORE OUR EYES? WITH ITS MIGHTY
TABULAR ICEBERGS, IT IS A SIGHT LIKE
NO OTHER.”

Due to the harsh climate, there are no
terrestrial mammals, yet a plethora of
wildlife still call Antarctica home – at
least in the warmer summer months
when temperatures hover just above
freezing! The prolific birdlife, penguin
colonies and marine mammals, such as
whales, porpoises and seals, provide
rewarding wildlife observation.
There will typically be crisp, autumn-like
weather in Patagonia and the Falkland
Islands, and near-freezing temperatures
on the Antarctic Peninsula. Antarctica is
a frozen desert where winds shape the
surface of snow and ice, and average
annual precipitation is only 10cm.
When Ocean Atlantic returns to Tierra
del Fuego and Ushuaia, we pass close
to the mythical Cape Horn - the
southernmost point on South America;
a celebrated maritime landmark.
By the time you return home from this
remarkable journey, your perspective
of our planet will have changed forever,
and we are certain the sights and
experiences of this trip, will find a
special place in your heart.

Experience with us
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SOUTH SHETLAND
& THE ANTARCTIC
PENINSULA
10 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE

ITINERARY
Day 1

Arrival Ushuaia

Day 2

At Sea - Cross Drake Passage

Day 3

At Sea - Cross Drake Passage

Day 4-5 South Shetland Islands
Day 6-7 Antarctic Peninsula
Day 8-9 Depart Antarctica - At Sea

DEPARTURE IN NOV. , JAN. OCT.
DEC., & FEB.

Day 10

Departing Ushuaia in Argentina, we cross the mighty Drake
Passage en-route for the South Shetland Islands, making
Zodiac landings at penguin rookeries, research stations and
fascinating lookouts along the way.
Continuing southward, deep into the inlets of Antarctica,
we pass the famous Gerlache Strait, where 3000-ft ice cliffs
rise straight out of the still water. On no other journey can
you experience so much pristine nature and varied wildlife
in so few days!

INCLUSIONS

Any voyage to Antarctica is an adventure, but with a
maximum capacity of 198 guests aboard Ocean Atlantic,
this cruise offers a unique experience for the few. Shore
landings, excursions, lectures and whale safaris are easily
accommodated to help you enjoy a matchless expedition
experience.

Back to Ushuaia and disembarkation

10-days /9-nights’ cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
Transfer to and from the ship in Ushuaia before
and after the voyage
All Zodiac landings and excursions as per
itinerary
Expedition parka
Rubber bootsv on a loan basis
English-speaking expedition team
Guiding and lectures by our expedition leader
and team

CHILE

Full board on the ship - breakfast, lunch and
dinner

ARGENTINA

Free tea, coffee, water and afternoon snacks
Port and authority fees and taxes

Ushuaia

sage

s
e Pa
Drak

HIGHLIGHTS
Visit the Antarctic South Shetland Islands
Explore the Antarctic Peninsula

South Shetland Islands

ANTARCTICA
Antarctic Peninsula

Top wildlife destination in the world with
penguins, seals, whales and albatrosses
Icebergs and glaciated mountains
Many Zodiac excursions and landings
Strong expedition ship that enables access to
remote areas
Onboard activities while at sea - lectures,
photo workshops and wildlife spotting
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Sometimes, the sea
surface is interrupted by a
characteristic blow… and
shortly after, a majestic tail
fin confirms the presence of
a humpback nearby.
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ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITIONS

ITINERARY
Day 1

Arrival and embarkation in Ushuaia.

Day 2-3

At Sea. Drake Passage, King George
Island

SOUTH SHETLANDS,
ANTARCTIC SOUND WEDDELL SEA
& SOUTH GEORGIA

Day 4-6

Antarctic Sound and Weddell Sea

Day 7-1

Drake Passage and South Georgia

Day 12-15

South Atlantic, approaching South
America.

16 DAYS EXPEDITION CRUISE

Day 16

Arrival in Ushuaia and disembarkation.

DEPARTURE IN MARCH
INCLUSIONS
On this extraordinary 16-days voyage, follow in the wake of
courageous explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton to Antarctica and
the South Shetlands before heading via Antarctic Sound,
Weddell Sea and Elephant Island to South Georgia.
With our ship’s first heading for the South Shetland Islands
and the Antarctic Peninsula, our adventure begins with a
two-day crossing through the South Atlantic: The white
shimmer of Antarctica looming on our horizon, the presence of wildlife multiplying by tens of thousands with many
species of lively penguins, inquisitive seals, nesting birds and
the spray of marine mammals.
We will explore the Antarctic Sound with its mighty
tabular icebergs and enter the Weddell Sea in search
for Adelie and Emperor penguins.
Sailing onwards between South Georgia and Elephant Island
offers a small glimpse into the passage made famous by
Shackleton 100 years ago, when he navigated the 1300km
course through open seas of Drake Passage in an effort to
save his stranded crew. Active research stations, former
whaling stations and a visit to Shackleton’s final resting place
are in our agenda. South Georgia is also home to the world’s
largest king penguin rookeries.

16-days /15-nights’cruise on Ocean Atlantic in
shared double cabins with private bathrooms/
toilet
All Zodiac landings and excursions as per
itinerary
Rubber boot on a loan basis
English-speaking expedition team
Guiding and lectures by our expedition leader
and team
Full board on the ship - breakfast, lunch and
dinner
Free tea, coffee, water and afternoon snacks
Port and authority fees and taxes

HIGHLIGHTS
The sub-Antarctic and Antarctic islands are a nature photographer’s paradise and we will attempt as many shore
landings as possible per day, weather conditions permitting,
bringing you close to Antarctica’s beauty. During our days
at sea, a variety of onboard edutainment activities, from
lectures to workshops and wildlife spotting, will be possible.

Visit the sub-Antarctic islands of South Shetland
and South Georgia.
Explore the Antarctic Peninsula, Tabular icebergs
in Antarctic Sound and Weddell Sea.
Follow in the wake of the courageous polar
explorer, Sir Ernest Shackleton.
Many Zodiac excursions and shore landings.
Breeding penguins and albatrosses, sea lions,
seals, whales and other marine life.
Small expedition ship that enables access to
remote areas.
On board activities while at sea – lectures,
workshops and wildlife spotting.
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CHILE

ARGENTINA

South Georgia

Ushuaia
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South Shetland Islands

ANTARCTICA

Antarctic Sound

Antarctic Peninsula
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EXTEND YOUR EXPEDITION
CRUISE WITH THESE EXCITING
PRE AND POST-TOUR OPTIONS
ARCTIC EXPEDITION
4 DAYS

WONDERFUL COPENHAGEN & VIKINGS RELIC
DAY 1: Arrive in Denmark. Transfer from
Copenhagen Airport (CPH) to the hotel. Visit
Nyhavn, the picturesque 17th century harbor
with its brightly coloured facades and old
sailing ships. Take a canal tour through central
Copenhagen’s historic waterways. Enjoy
traditional local cuisine in a cozy, candlelit
restaurant and savor the heartwarming
feeling of “hygge”, a difficult-to-describesensation of happiness and gratitude that’s
integral to Danish culture.
DAY 2: Visit the castles of Copenhagen,
including: the royal residence of Amalienborg
Palace and witness the ceremonial changing
of the guards and the well-preserved, 17thcentury Rosenborg Castle, home to royal art
treasures, crown jewels and royal regalia.

3 DAYS

DAY 2: Transfer to Bygdøy, a peninsula
on the western side of Oslo with popular

DAY 4: Transfer to Copenhagen Airport
(CPH). Depart.

museums, hiking trails and beaches. Visit
the Viking Ship Museum with two of the bestpreserved 9th-century, wooden Viking ships,
as well as artifacts from Viking tombs around
Oslo fjord. Tour Oslo Opera House, home of
The Norwegian National Opera and Ballet.
Time for individual sightseeing.
DAY 3: Transfer to Gardermoen Airport
(OSL). Depart.

MYSTIC BLUE LAGOON & THE GOLDEN CIRCLE
DAY 1: Arrive in Iceland. Experience the
mystic Blue Lagoon Geothermal Spa. Dinner
at the hotel. Includes transfers from the ship
or Keflavik Airport (KEF) to the Blue Lagoon
and the hotel in Reykjavik.
DAY 2: Sightseeing tour by bus along
the Golden Circle, a 300-km route with
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DAY 3: Transfer to/from Roskilde. Visit The
Viking Museum at Roskilde fjord with its
original 11th-century Viking vessels and active
boatyard, where boat building and cultural
traditions of the Viking Age are evident. Tour
the stunning, medieval Roskilde Domkirke
cathedral, a UNESCO World Heritage Site
with a 1000-year old history and tombs to
the Viking Kings of Harold Bluetooth (d. 985),
his son Sweyn Forkbeard (d. 1014) conqueror
of England and almost 40 Danish kings and
queens. Time for individual sightseeing.

48 HOURS IN OSLO
DAY 1: Arrive in Norway. Transfer from
Gardermoen Airport (OSL) to the hotel. Visit
Akershus Fortress and Castle that was first
constructed in the 1300s, then Oslo City
Hall, The Royal Palace and lovely Royal Palace
Park. Enjoy an evening stroll at Aker Brygge,
known for its boardwalk, alfresco dining
opportunities and shops.

3 DAYS

Savor the culinary surprises at Torvehallerne
market. Time for individual sightseeing.

impressive natural wonders such as the
geothermal
Haukadalur,
the
Gulfoss
waterfall, and geysers of Geysir and Strokkur.
Enjoy an Icelandic lunch. Free evening.
DAY 3: Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to
ship or Keflavik Airport (KEF).

SPECIAL FEATURE NEW IN 2019
4 DAYS

GREENLAND GLACIER CAMP 3 NIGHTS
DAY 1: Arrival to Kangerlussuaq. Sightseeing
Kangerlussuaq. Lunch. Transfer to Greenland Glacier Camp and check-in. Afternoon
coffee & tea. Short hike around the camp.
Tundra style warm dinner deliciously served
from Restaurant Roklubben.
DAY 2: Exciting full-day adventure to explore
the Greenland ice sheet. Lunch on the ice.
Afternoon coffee & tea at the camp. Tundra
style warm dinner deliciously served from
Restaurant Roklubben. Evening with interpretive presentations by our camp manager

about Greenland’s geology, glaciology and
human history.
DAY 3: Breakfast. Enjoy the profound silence
of our surroundings. Lunch. Or opt in for our
popular fjord sailing, full-day tour, lunch included (optional excursion, not included).
Overnight stay at Hotel Kangerlussuaq. Farewell dinner – Greenland Plate – at Restaurant
Roklubben.
DAY 4: Breakfast Hotel Kangerlussuaq. Checkin and before-noon departure to Copenhagen.

ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION
4 DAYS

BUENOS AIRES – WINE TASTING, TANGO & THE PAMPAS
DAY 1: Arrive in Argentina. Transfer from the
airport to hotel. City tour in Argentina’s capital, Buenos Aires. Known for its wide boulevards, buzzing street life, elegant shopping
districts and green parks. The city is sexy and
alive with a fiery Latin vibe. Free evening.
DAY 2: Not only is Argentina the world’s 3rd
largest wine producer, Buenos Aires is also
the birthplace of tango – a sensual, dramatic
dance rooted in Argentina’s history and culture. After a day of city sights, a professional
sommelier will introduce the aromas and flavors that typify Argentina

7 DAYS

wines. The evening continues with dinner
and a tango performance.
DAY 3: Transfer to the pampas. Home of the
gauchos, the pampas consists of flat, treeless plains used for grazing by Argentina’s
famous beef cattle. Visit an estancia, which
is a large Argentinian ranch, to savor authentic asado, a BBQ with delicious, grilled meats
and empanadas, and traditional Argentinian
music. Free evening.
DAY 4: Transfer to the airport. Depart.

BUENOS AIRES, RIO DE JANEIRO & IGUAZÚ
DAY 1: Arrive in Argentina. Transfer from the
airport to hotel. City tour in Argentina’s capital, Buenos Aires. Known for its wide boulevards, buzzing street life, elegant shopping
districts and green parks. The city is sexy and
alive with a fiery Latin vibe. Free evening.
DAY 2: Not only is Argentina the world’s 3rd
largest wine producer, but Buenos Aires
is also the birthplace of tango – a sensual,
dramatic dance rooted in Argentina’s history
and culture. After a day of city sights, a professional sommelier will introduce the aromas and flavors that typify Argentina wines.
The evening continues with dinner and a
tango performance.
DAY 3: Transfer to the airport. Fly to Posados. Transfer from the airport to Itaipu Dam,
situated on the Paraná River between Brazil
and Paraguay. Tour this modern engineering
marvel, which is the world’s largest operational hydroelectric power plant.

DAY 4: The astonishingly awesome Iguazú
Falls are, in fact, a 3-km stretch of 275 waterfalls that span the BrazilianArgentinian
border. Visit the Argentinian side.
DAY 5: Visit the mighty Iguazú Falls from the
Brazilian side. Fly to Rio.
DAY 6: Visit Corcovado Mountain, the sharp,
rocky peak crowned by the iconic Christ
the Redeemer Statue. Towering over Rio at
700-meters high, it offers a 360-degree,
bird’s eye view. Reach the summit via cog
train in the tropical Tijuca Forest National Park. Tour a Brazilian favela with a local
guide. Plus, there’s time for a samba lesson.
Free evening.
DAY 7: Visit Sugarloaf Mountain – literally
one huge, monolithic, granite rock. Situated
on a peninsula and accessible by cable car,
it rises nearly 400-meters straight up from
the waters of Guanabara Bay. Transfer to the
airport. Depart.
Experience with us
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OCEAN
ATLANTIC
Her high maneuverability, shallow draft and
strong engines allow for extended voyages into
isolated fjords, creating exciting adventures
for any Antarctica traveller.

OCEAN ATLANTIC is the perfect vessel for expedition cruising
in Antarctic waters! With an international ice class rating of 1B
she is one of the strongest ships operating in Antarctica. Her
high maneuverability, shallow draft and strong engines allow
for extended voyages into isolated fjords, creating exciting
adventures for any Antarctica traveler.

Ocean Atlantic is newly renovated
(2016) with elegant common
areas and accommodation for 198
passengers. Daily shore landings
at penguin rookeries, research
stations and other Antarctic
wonders are made possible by
her fleet of 20 Zodiacs.
The ship was built in 1985 and
underwent an extensive rebuild
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in 2010. With a length of 140m,
she has ample space on the
multiple decks for several lecture
halls, a relaxed restaurant serving
4-star international cuisine,
professionally staffed bars and
observations platforms – and
even a pool.
All common areas on the Erickson
Deck feature large panel
windows, enabling passengers

to quickly spot passing whales
and photographic sights from
the comfort of indoor lounges.
All private cabins are stylishly
appointed and feature individual
bathroom facilities, phone for
internal calls and TV. Ideal for
relaxation, the vessel’s cabins
ranges in size from 11 - 35 m2
and are designed with either
portholes or windows.

Daily shore landings at
penguin rookeries, research
stations and other Antarctic
wonders are made possible
by her fleet of 20 Zodiacs.

Experience with us
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CABINS
Ocean Atlantic is furnished with eight cabin categories, all with private bath and toilet.
Premium Suite

Category A

Premium Suite: (Deck 5) Size 35 m2 . These 2-room
suites are designed with a large double bed or two twin
beds, an elegant living room, large private bathroom
and windows. Located on the Marco Polo Deck.
Category A: (Deck 5) Size 19-24 m2. Featuring a
double bed or two single beds, a relaxing sitting
area, private bathroom and windows. Located on
the Marco Polo Deck.

Category B

Category C

Category B: (Deck 7 & 8) Size 20-23 m2. Featuring a
double bed or two single beds, a relaxing sitting area,
private bathroom and windows. Partly obstructed
view. Located on the Magellan and Hudson Deck.
Category C: (Deck 4 & 5) Size 12-13 m2 . This Standard
Cabin has two single beds, private bathroom, and a
window. Located on the Columbus and Marco Polo
Deck.

Category D

Category E

Category D: (Deck 4) Size 11-12 m2 . Featuring two
single beds, private bathroom, and a porthole.
Located on the Columbus Deck.
Category E: (Deck 5) Size 18-21 m2. Large Inside Cabin,
featuring a double or two single beds, a relaxing
sitting area, and a bathroom with a bathtub.
Located on Marco Polo Deck.

Category F

Category G

Category F: (Deck 5) Size 18-21 m2. Large Inside Triple
Cabin, featuring a double or two single beds, and a
fold-out single bed, a relaxing sitting area, and a
bathroom with a bathtub, and a porthole. Located on
Marco Polo Deck.
Category G: (Deck 4) Size 9-10 m2. Cabins feature
a single bed, private bathroom, and a porthole.
Located on Columbus Deck.

SHIP SPECIFICATIONS

FACILITIES ON BOARD

•

Crew: 140

•

•

Passengers: 200

Bright, spacious restaurant providing
4-star international cuisine

•

Length: 140 m

•

•

Breadth: 21 m

Two well-stocked, professionally
staffed bars

•

Draft: 5.8 m

•

Comfortable lounge area

•

Engines: 4 x 3,600 kW

•

Onboard hospital run by a licensed doctor

•

Ice class: 1B

•

Library with a wide range of polar books
and DVDs

•

Speed, cruising: 12 knots

•

Gym & Wellness Facilities

•

Speed, maximum: 15 knots

•

Lecture theatres

•

Elevators: 2

•

Boutique

•

Stabilizers: 2

•

•

Zodiacs: 20

Sauna & Swimming Pool		
(Closed during rough sea and weather)

•

Lifeboats, covered: 4

•

Laundry service
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Premium Suite, Two bedroom Cabin
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Category F, Inside Triple Cabin
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Category E, Inside Cabin

Category G, Porthole Single Cabin
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VIKING MAIN
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THEATER
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VIKING MAIN
THEATER
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Category D, Porthole Cabin
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Category C, Window Cabin

701

DISCOVERY
BISTRO

Category B, Panorama Window Suite
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701
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DECKVERANDA
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DISCOVERY
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Category A, Panorama Window Suite
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Elevator

Category C, Window Cabin

Category F, Inside Triple Cabin

Category A, Panorama Window Suite
Premium Suite, Two bedroom Cabin

Category D, Porthole Cabin
Category C, Window Cabin

Category G, Porthole Single Cabin
Category F, Inside Triple Cabin

DECK 3

ZODIAC

Premium Suite, Two bedroom Cabin

DECK
3
Category
E, Inside
Cabin
Category
Porthole Cabin
Cabin
Category D,
C, Window

Category A,
B, Panorama Window Suite
Premium Suite, Two bedroom Cabin
Restaurant
Theater
Category B, Panorama Window Suite
Category A, Panorama Window Suite
Premium Suite, Two bedroom Cabin
Restaurant
Theater
Cafe / Lounge
Library
Category
B, Panorama Window
Suite
Category A, Panorama Window Suite
Restaurant
Theater
Premium
Suite,
Two
bedroom
Cabin
Cafe / Lounge
Library Ocean
Bar
Albatros
Category
B, Panorama Window
Suite
shop
Category A, Panorama Window
Suite
Restaurant
Theater
Cafe / Lounge
Library
Bar
Albatros Ocean
Category B, Panorama Window
Suite
shop
Cafe
/ Lounge
Library
Restaurant
Theater Ocean
Bar
Albatros
shop

Category
E, Inside
Cabin
DECK
3
D,
Porthole
Cabin
Category C, Window Cabin
Fitness
Category E,
Inside Cabin
Category
D,
Porthole
Cabin
DECK 3
Category C, Window Cabin
Fitness
Medical
Category E,
Inside Equipment
Cabin
Category D, Porthole Cabin
Fitness
Category C,
Window
Cabin
Medical
Equipment
Sauna
Category E,
Inside Cabin
Category D, Porthole Cabin
Fitness
Medical Equipment
Sauna
Category E, Inside Cabin
Medical Equipment
Fitness
Sauna

Bar / Lounge
Cafe
Restaurant

Outdoor Café

Bar / Lounge
Cafe
Bar

Pool
Sauna

ZODIAC

ZODIAC

Category B, Panorama Window Suite
Category Suite,
A, Panorama
Window
Suite
Premium
Two bedroom
Cabin

Category
Porthole
Single
Cabin
Category G,
F, Inside
Triple
Cabin
Category G, Porthole Single Cabin
Category F, Inside Triple Cabin
Reception
Elevator
Category G, Porthole Single Cabin
Category F, Inside Triple Cabin
Reception
Elevator
Mudroom
Toilet
Category G, Porthole Single Cabin
Reception
Elevator
Category
F,
Inside
Triple
Cabin
MudroomCenter
Toilet
Business
Shower
Category G, Porthole Single Cabin
Reception
Elevator
Mudroom
Toilet
Business Center
Shower
Mudroom
ReceptionCenter
Business

Toilet
Elevator
Shower

Business
MudroomCenter
Reception

Shower
Toilet
Elevator

Albatros Ocean
Library
Theater
shop

Sauna
Medical Equipment
Fitness

Albatros Ocean
Library

Sauna
Medical Equipment

Business
MudroomCenter

Albatros Ocean
shop

Sauna

Explore Lounge
Business Center
Shower

shop
Discovery
Bistro

Reception
Viking main theater

Zodiac Exit
Albatros
Ocean Shop

Toilet
Shower
Stairs

Medical Equipment

Mudroom
Nordic Coffee Bar
& Library

Shower
Toilet

Fitness
Vinland restaurant
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ON BOARD OCEAN ATLANTIC, YOU WILL FIND
KITCHEN PROFESSIONALS AND CHEFS WHO TAKE GREAT
PRIDE IN BRINGING GASTRONOMIC EXPERIENCES TO
KEEP YOUR TASTEBUDS SATISFIED.
When the first explorers began
their Antarctic undertakings,
they had little choice and even
less variety in their nourishment
options.
Dining at the bottom of the world
was not a delicacy, but a duty
necessary for survival. Luckily
for us, today is another story.
Meals are served in the bright
and spacious Vinland Restaurant,
where spectacular views provide
the perfect atmosphere for the
daily culinary selection.
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A MENU MAINTAINING
THE GUESTS’ WELL-BEING
& DELICIOUS CHOICES
The carefully designed menu has
been developed in the interest
of maintaining the well-being
of guests, while emphasizing on
freshness, diversity and delectable
choices.
EARLY BREAKFAST consists of a
small selection of pastries, coffee,
tea and juices.

AT THE FULL BREAKFAST, our
guests can enjoy a wider selection
of fresh baked bread and pastries,
fresh fruit, cereal as well as a
selection of hot dishes, and even
an egg station.
LUNCH IS ALWAYS a hearty
buffet with a wide selection
of hot and cold dishes.
AT AFTERNOON TEATIME,
a sumptuous selection of cakes,
cookies and other treats is
served by the pastry chef.

A
FEAST
FOR
YOUR
SENSES
DINNER ALWAYS STARTS with
delicious hot soups, cold cuts
and crisp, fresh salads. Several
choices of entrees are offered
each evening, to accommodate
different tastes and dietary
requirements; always including
a meat choice, fish choice and
vegetarian choice.
AFTER DINNER, FRESHLY
PREPARED DESSERTS, including
ship-made ice cream or cakes
are a great way to end a meal and
satisfy any sweet tooth.

A GREAT SELECTION
OF BEVERAGES
A selection of wines and
beers is available to perfectly
compliment your visit to our
restaurant… and if you’re
interested in relaxing during
your time off from activities
and landings, delight onboard
Ocean Atlantic by raising your
glass to the experience of a
lifetime!
Our bar is fully equipped with
a variety of cocktails, beers,
non-alcoholic beverages and
more, to quench your thirst
and reward the explorer in you.

Experience with us
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ALBATROS EXPEDITIONS CSR COOPERATION

IAATO

CLEAN UP SVALBARD
PROGRAM

A member organization founded in
1991 to advocate and promote the
practice of safe and environmentally
responsible private-sector travel to
the Antarctic, Albatros Expeditions is
proud to be an active member of this
organization and to work together with
the fellow members to ensure sustainable tourism to Antarctica.

AECO
Albatros Expeditions supports and collaborates with AECO (Association of
Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators),
an international association for cruise
ship expeditions in the Arctic. AECO
is committed to strengthening responsible, environmentally friendly
and safe tourism in the Arctic and
strives to set the highest possible
operational standards. In addition to
the membership fee, our support to
AECO extends with each guest Albatros sends to the Arctic. See AECO’s
film about responsible tourism in the
Arctic by visiting their website.

To overcome the growing problem of
sea transported garbage in the Arctic,
which has a significant negative impact
on the wildlife, Albatros Expeditions
is part of the joint initiative ‘Clean Up
Svalbard’, together with other AECO
members and local organizations. It
is an initiative that aims to remove
the waste from the beaches in Svalbard every summer through dedicated
cleanup trips.

HOOKPOD

UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL
COMPACT (UNGC)
The UN Global Compact (UNGC) is a
strategic political initiative. Albatros
Expeditions has undertaken to adapt
its operation and strategy to the UN’s
10 universally accepted principles
in human rights, environment and
anti-corruption. Albatros submits a
report to UNGC annually, describing
our work within the 10 principles.
The report must be updated and approved each year.
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One of the biggest threats faced by the
albatross and other sea birds are longline fishing hooks, set into the water
with fishing bait which they try to grab,
getting dragged under and drowned.
The solution provided by Hookpod
covers reusable baited hooks and
stops birds from getting caught in
them. An effective, economic and
easy-to-use way to protect seabirds
and sea turtles.
During our Antarctic seasons, we raise
money on every voyage via auctions,
which are donated to this organization
at the end of the season to sponsor a
fishing vessel with Hookpods and an
observer.

THE GREEN
INITIATIVE PROGRAM
In an effort to keep our oceans clean and as unpolluted as possible, and in
collaboration with the hotel management onboard, Albatros Expeditions is
glad to present the following actions. We want our guests to gain awareness of
the positive impact we are making together onboard Ocean Atlantic.

SAVE THE WAVES PROGRAM
In order to reduce chemicals released into the ocean and lower the
energy used in washing items onboard, the washing of towels and bed
linens is being reduced, by providing each cabin proper signage to reduce the amount being washed each time. All laundry chemicals used
are biodegradable.
RECYCLING PROGRAM
The 3 keywords to keep in mind in every aspect are: Reuse, Reduce,
Recycle. All possible items are put to multiple use. For example, plastic
bags from parka jackets are used afterwards as garbage bin liners. All
single use plastic items are being eliminated, such as disposable cups,
stirrers and straws. Paper cups can be used when requested, refillable
water bottles are given to all our guests at the beginning of each voyage,
and only reusable hard plastic mugs and regular glasses are used for
BBQs and special events. Only paper straws are available upon request
and proper signage has been located explaining this. Wooden items have
replaced the plastic ones, and instead of individual packages for condiments, yogurt, jam or butter, we provide small bowls and a butter pot
for each table.
All garbage created in work areas is separated, and trash bins in the cabins can be requested to separate paper products. We are implementing
recycling stations in key public areas for the use of our guests.
SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD
We only prepare seafood that is either caught or farmed in ways that
consider the long-term vitality of harvested species and the well-being
of our oceans, as well as the livelihoods of fisheries-dependent communities. The hotel management uses MSC (Marine Stewardship Council) to
ensure the purchase of species approved as sustainable.
TOILET AMENITIES
Single use and plastic items have been replaced by wall-mounted dispensers to eliminate waste, and only biodegradable products are used,
with proper labeling to promote the awareness of green initiatives
among our guests.
CLEANING AND LAUNDRY CHEMICALS
Phosphate free, non or minimally toxic, biodegradable, not bio accumulative and eco-friendly cleaning products only.
Preventive measures to avoid the spread of plastic microfibers in the
oceans are being researched and are in the process of being implemented.
*similar initiatives are currently implemented in our Albatros Expeditions
Copenhagen headquarters as well.
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ALBATROS TRAVEL GROUP
A SCANDINAVIAN TRAVEL COMPANY WITH A GLOBAL WINGSPAN,
ALBATROS TRAVEL HAS GROWN FROM A SMALL OFFICE IN
COPENHAGEN, DENMARK TO OFFICES AROUND THE WORLD.
‘Albatros’ is the Danish spelling of ‘albatross’ - the globetrotting bird with the big
wingspan! From safaris and cruises, to Arctic voyages and Adventure Marathons
in the African bush, Albatros Travel spans the world with our unique packages.
From our humble beginnings in 1986, the family-owned company now employs
more than 250 full-time staff in branches across three continents.
All of Albatros Travel’s different business operations are united under the same
set of principles that govern the Albatros Way: a commitment to quality,
responsible travel and customer satisfaction.
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OFFLINE-KATALOG-ANFORDERUNG
Sehr geehrte Reise-Interessenten. Vielen Dank für Ihr Interesse und den Download eines
digitalen Kataloges im PDF-Format.
Gerne senden wir Ihnen zusätzlich bei weitergehendem Interesse die ausgewählten PDFInhalte als gedruckte Version auf dem Postweg.
Bitte nennen Sie unten den gewünschten Katalog und senden Sie dieses Formular
per Post oder Fax an uns zurück.
Bitte senden Sie mir den aktuellen Katalog für folgendes Schiff/ Tour:

Bitte senden Sie den ausgewählten Katalog an folgende Adresse:
Vorname + Name

Telefonnummer

Strasse + Nr.

Faxnummer

PLZ + Wohnort

e-mail-Adresse

Bitte per Post an:

oder per Fax an 04131-54255
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